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Abstract 

Block interception is a typical attack method in the blockchain. It enters the mine pool 
through computational power, but never sends the full workload proof, only the revenue 
of the mine pool is shared. In response to this problem, this paper first summarizes the 
typical attacks of blockchains, and analyzes the principle of block interception attacks 
and the impact on the mine pool. In order to improve the safety of the mine, a special 
reward for miners that provides a complete proof of work is provided to reduce the 
expected profit of the attacker. Finally, the relationship between the size of the special 
reward and the additional income when the attack is launched is analyzed through 
experiments. 
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1. Introduction 

A blockchain is a distributed chained data structure in which a complete copy is stored on each node 

in the network and the entire network information is unified through a consensus algorithm [1-2]. As 
the most typical application of blockchain technology, Bitcoin uses Proof of Work algorithm to make 

nodes reach consensus[3]. The main characteristics of the blockchain are decentralization, trust, 
collective maintenance, safety and non-defective modification[4]. In the Bitcoin system, the node 

obtains the accounting rights and the corresponding benefits by competing to solve a mathematical 
problem that can be dynamically adjusted with difficulty. This process is called mining[5]. With the 

popularity and value of Bitcoin, more and more nodes have joined the Bitcoin network to become 
miners. In the current Bitcoin system, due to the excessively large computing power, the probability 

of successful mining of a single node is basically zero, so the miners Usually choose to join the pool 
to improve the stability of the income[6]. 

The pool is usually composed of an administrator and a number of miners. The members of the pool 

cooperate with each other, share the proof of the workload, and receive rewards according to the 
contribution calculation. Since most of the mines are open, allowing any nodes to join, the mine is 

vulnerable to attack. Attacks against blockchain can be broadly divided into double-flower attacks, 
selfish mining, witch attacks, solar eclipse attacks, and block intercept attacks. The block withholding 

attack was first proposed by Rosenfeld[7]. Eyal researched a mining game in which the attack pool 
initiated a block interception attack by infiltrating some of its power into other mines[8]. Laszka uses 

game theory to analyze block interception attacks and demonstrates the long-term viability of attack-
to-pool Nash equilibrium in the Bitcoin system[9]. Luu et al studied the benefits that an attacker can 

gain by initiating a block interception attack in different situations[10]. The above research shows that 
if two pools or more pools attack each other, the actual income of the honest miners in the pool will 
be lower than expected. 
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In order to improve the safety of the mining pool, this paper reduces the attacker's expected return by 
giving special rewards to the miners who submit the complete workload proof, thereby reducing their 

desire to attack and promoting all miners in the mine to adopt honest mining strategies. Through the 
calculation, the relationship between the special reward size and the attacker's income is obtained, 
and the threshold for ensuring the safe and stable operation of the mining pool is given. 

2. Related work 

2.1 Bitcoin mining 

With the appreciation of Bitcoin, more and more nodes joined the Bitcoin network to become miners. 
In order to improve the stability of revenue, miners spontaneously organized to form a mining pool. 

As shown in Figure 1, Pool1 and Pool2 are two mines in the Bitcoin system. The miners in the pool 
cooperate with each other to share the proof of workload and earn revenue according to the 

contribution calculation ratio. Miners can choose to join the mining pool or independently mine in 
the Bitcoin system. 

Bitcoin Network

Pool1 Pool2

Miner Miner Miner Miner Miner Miner

 

Fig.1 Mining paradigms in bitcoin system 

Generally speaking, the total calculation power of the mining pool is far greater than that of the 

independent miners. Therefore, the probability of successful mining of the mining pool is much 
greater than the probability of successful mining alone, which can improve the stability of the miners' 
income. The mining mechanism of the mining pool is: the mining pool contains a centralized control 

administrator. The administrator generates the task and sends it to the miner. The miner executes the 
workload proof algorithm and sends the entire workload proof to the administrator. The administrator 

generates a new block and distributes the income of the mine pool to the member according to the 
contribution calculation. 

2.2 Block withholding attack 

A block interception attack is an attack between a miner and a miner in an open mine. The attacker 
only submits a partial workload certificate to the mine manager and discards it when a full workload 

proof is found. The workload proof can only be used by the creator of the task. The attacker cannot 
use the computing power of the block interception attack for other purposes, nor can it obtain any 

other benefit from this part of the computing power. Therefore, this kind of attack will cause waste 
of computing power on the one hand, and reduce the income of the mining pool on the other hand. In 

addition, a small part of the work proves that it will not affect the effective calculation and effective 
income of the mining pool to a large extent. However, after the miners attack, the effective calculation 

and effective income of the entire mining pool will be lower than that of all miners during normal 
mining. The gains earned. The miners who initiated this attack will not make any contribution to the 
mine, but still get the proceeds[11]. 

3. Block withholding model 

This paper studies a method of defensive block interception attacks, which gives special rewards to 

miners who submit complete workload proofs, so the gains of the attackers in the mine pool will be 
reduced. The reward for setting a block is R , and the special reward for miners who successfully 
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submits a full workload proof is  0 1tR t  , and the  1 t R  reward is given to the miners in the 

pool according to the contribution calculation. In order to ensure the stability of the income of the 
miners, this paper gives the critical value that the attacker can not get more benefits. 

Assume that there is only one mine P  and one miner A  in the current bitcoin network, and their 
powers are p ,  , with 1p   . Miner A  infiltrated part (0 1)    of his computing power 

into the mining pool P .Initiated block interception attack, and the remaining computing power 
mined alone. When the miners honestly mine, the gains obtained are the proportion of the entire 

bitcoin network, which is hR  . When the miners join the mine pool, the honesty mining power in 

the pool is still 1  , but the income is equally distributed to  1 1   . Therefore, the effective 

power in the Bitcoin network is 1  , so the income earned by miners in independent mining is. 
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Therefore, the total income of miner A  is 
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Compare this income with the benefits of honest mining, you can get, 
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4. Experimental evaluation 

This experiment assumes that the calculation power of the mine is greater than the calculation power 
of miner A , then the calculation power of miner A  is 0 0.5  ,taking {0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9} 

and  1t    respectively, and the experimental results are shown in Fig. 2. 

As can be seen from the figure, the value of t  increases with the increase of  , which means that 

the greater the power of miner A , in order to make it unable to obtain additional income when it 
initiates the block interception attack, it is necessary to submit a complete workload. The proof proves 

that the miners have more special rewards. When   is constant, as   increases, the special rewards 

for honest miners who need to submit a full proof of work are reduced. Therefore, most of the miners' 

calculations have penetrated into the pool and never submitted a full proof of work, so it is never 
possible to receive special rewards. 
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Fig.2 t  with ,   change 

5. Conclusion 

This paper examines the need to reduce the expected benefits of non-honest miners and reduce their 

desire to attack by providing a special reward for honest miners who submit proof of complete 
workload, thus providing a guarantee for the safe and stable operation of the mine.  
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